Vaporizer Reviews: Silver Surfer Vaporizer
THE GREATEST OF THE SILVER SURFER VAPORIZER:
The All-Ceramic Heating Element: this is nice because guarantees a nice and clean
vapor at correct temperature in short time. Also, it is located outside of the unit, so the air
won't go thru any the electrical component or connections in the inside.
The Custom Wands and colors: it comes in a lot of colors and style, even the whip, which
is something you don't usually see in the rest of the desktop Vaporizers, which tend to
come in a single color. Those can be really beautiful.
The Travel Bag: this comes with a nice Travel Bag, which is very unusual in Desktop
Vaporizers, so it's a nice bonus.

THE NOT-SO-GREAT:
The Cleaning: you have to be cleaning it the whole time to keep it nice looking, as it's
supposed to be, and at its fullest proper working and tasting. You have to be careful with
the glass parts, but just using alcohol will make them look good.
The Chamber: you're gonna need to stir the weed a couple times when using it to make
sure it gets even vaporized.

SHOULD I GET A SILVER SURFER VAPORIZER?
If you want to have a beautiful home vaporizer to exhibit and show to your friends that actually
produces high quality vapor, taste good and gives a nice harmony to its surrounding with
its aesthetics, you should definitely take a look at the Silver Surfer and it's different styles. They
look really great. Please consider that if you're looking for a vaporizer with a bag/balloon, you
should be looking at the Arizer Extreme Q instead. If you're ok with the whip, then go with this, and
if you have a bigger budget, go check the Plenty, which it's not as good looking as this, but will cool
down your vapor.
Please feel free to ask anything :)
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